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C O N S P E C T U S

Heme oxygenase (HO) is an enzyme that catalyzes the regiospecific conversion of heme to biliverdin IXR, CO, and free
iron. In mammals, HO has a variety of physiological functions, including heme catabolism, iron homeostasis, antioxi-

dant defense, cellular signaling, and O2 sensing. The enzyme is also found in plants (producing light-harvesting pigments)
and in some pathogenic bacteria, where it acquires iron from the host heme.

The HO-catalyzed heme conversion proceeds through three successive oxygenations, a process that has attracted con-
siderable attention because of its reaction mechanism and physiological importance. The HO reaction is unique in that all
three O2 activations are affected by the substrate itself. The first step is the regiospecific self-hydroxylation of the porphy-
rin R-meso carbon atom. The resulting R-meso-hydroxyheme reacts in the second step with another O2 to yield ver-
doheme and CO. The third O2 activation, by verdoheme, cleaves its porphyrin macrocycle to release biliverdin and free ferrous
iron. In this Account, we provide an overview of our current understanding of the structural and biochemical properties of
the complex self-oxidation reactions in HO catalysis.

The first meso-hydroxylation is of particular interest because of its distinct contrast with O2 activation by cytochrome
P450. Although most heme enzymes oxidize exogenous substrates by high-valent oxo intermediates, HO was proposed to
utilize the Fe-OOH intermediate for the self-hydroxylation. We have succeeded in preparing and characterizing the Fe-OOH
species of HO at low temperature, and an analysis of its reaction, together with mutational and crystallographic studies,
reveals that protonation of Fe-OOH by a distal water molecule is critical in promoting the unique self-hydroxylation. The
second oxygenation is a rapid, spontaneous auto-oxidation of the reactive R-meso-hydroxyheme; its mechanism remains
elusive, but the HO enzyme has been shown not to play a critical role in it. Until recently, the means of the third O2 acti-
vation had remained unclear as well, but we have recently untangled its mechanistic outline. Reaction analysis of the
verdoheme-HO complex strongly suggests the Fe-OOH species as a key intermediate of the ring-opening reaction. This
mechanism is very similar to that of the first meso-hydroxylation, including the critical roles of the distal water molecule.

A comprehensive study of the three oxygenations of HO highlights the rational design of the enzyme architecture and
its catalytic mechanism. Elucidation of the last oxygenation step has enabled a kinetic analysis of the rate-determining step,
making it possible to discuss the HO reaction mechanism in relation to its physiological functions.
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Introduction
The biological degradation of heme (iron-protoporphyrin IX) is

initiated by a group of enzymes termed heme oxygenases

(HOs) that catalyze the regiospecific conversion of heme to

biliverdin IXR, CO, and free iron (Figure 1).1-3 The HO enzyme

was first identified in mammals as two isoforms, an induc-

ible HO-1 and a constitutive HO-2.4 In mammals, electrons

required for catalytic turnover are provided by NADPH-cyto-

chrome P450 reductase (CPR),5 and biliverdin is rapidly

reduced by biliverdin reductase to bilirubin. In addition to the

HO’s well-established capacity in heme catabolism, new results

have accumulated on HO’s new roles in iron homeostasis,

antioxidant defense, cellular signaling, and O2 sensing.2,6-9

Higher plants, algae, and cyanobacteria utilize R-biliverdin

derived from HO reactions for the synthesis of light-harvest-

ing pigments.10,11 In some pathogenic bacteria, HO degrades

host heme so as to acquire iron essential for their survival and

proliferation.12-14 Physiological electron donors for the bac-

terial HOs are yet to be identified, while NADPH-ferredoxin

reductase and ferredoxin are reported to support some plant

HO reactions.10

Despite varied physiological functions, the heme degrada-

tion by the HO enzymes proceeds through the same mecha-

nism, three successive steps of O2 activation involving uptake

of a total of seven electrons (Figure 1). HO catalysis is unique

in that all the O2 activations are performed by the substrate

itself as evidenced by the absence of any other cofactor in

HO.2,3 The first step in HO catalysis is the regiospecific self-

hydroxylation of the porphyrin R-meso carbon atom. The

resulting R-meso-hydroxyheme reacts in the second step with

another O2 to yield verdoheme and CO. The third O2 activa-

tion by verdoheme cleaves the porphyrin macrocycle to

release biliverdin and free ferrous iron. The first meso-hy-

droxylation has been extensively studied, and the reaction

mechanism is well understood.15,16 However, the second and

third O2 activation mechanisms have remained unclear.

Recently, we have succeeded in untangling the mechanistic

outline and kinetic properties of the third step.17,18 This

Account provides an overview of our current understanding on

the structural and biochemical properties of HO catalysis.

Inspection of each step highlights rational design of the rela-

tionship between enzyme architecture and HO catalysis. Elu-

cidation of the last oxygenation step also allows us to discuss

the HO reaction mechanism in relation with its physiological

functions.

The First meso-Hydroxylation of Heme
The HO catalytic sequence is initiated by regiospecific

hydroxylation of the porphyrin R-meso carbon atom using one

molecule of O2 and two electrons (Figure 1). Among the three

distinct oxygenation steps, the first meso-hydroxylation is of

particular interest due to its sharp contrast to O2 activation by

cytochrome P450. In both HO and P450, an initial step for the

O2 activation is reduction of the ferric heme iron to the fer-

rous state, followed by rapid O2 binding (Figure 2). The sub-

sequent one-electron reduction and protonation of the

ferrous-O2 heme give a ferric hydroperoxy species (Fe-OOH).

In P450 as well as peroxidase and catalase, the terminal oxy-

gen of Fe-OOH is thought to be liberated as water to give an

oxo ferryl porphyrin π-cation radical or its equivalent, com-

pound I (OdFe(IV)(Por+ · )), as an active species. The Fe-OOH

species in HO has been proposed as the hydroxylating

reagent of the heme meso-carbon. HO compound I artificially

generated by m-chloroperbenzoic acid never hydroxylates

itself but decays to the ferric state through an oxo ferryl por-

phyrin, compound II.19 As a surrogate of O2 and two electrons,

H2O2 efficiently supports R-meso-hydroxyheme formation (Fig-

ure 2), whereas most alkyl and acyl hydroperoxides afford theFIGURE 1. Heme degradation sequence catalyzed by HO.

FIGURE 2. Comparison of oxygen activation by HO and
cytochrome P450.
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inactive ferryl hemes. A small peroxide, ethyl hydroperoxide,

is reported to produce R-meso-ethoxyheme in a relatively

lower yield, suggesting an intramolecular ethoxy transfer by

an Fe-OOEt intermediate.20,21 The Fe-OOH species of HO

has been successfully observed at cryogenic temperatures,

and its conversion to R-meso-hydroxyheme without detect-

able intermediates is indicative of self-hydroxylation by

Fe-OOH.22 The iron-isoporphyrin product releases the meso-

proton immediately to generate meso-hydroxyheme (Figure

2).23

Crystal structures of heme-HO complexes, especially a fer-

rous-O2 complex of HmuO, HO from Corynebacterium diph-
theriae (Figure 3), reveal salient structural aspects that govern

the regiospecific meso-hydroxylation.24-26 The heme group in

HO is tightly sandwiched between two helices termed the

“proximal” and “distal” helices (Figure 3A, blue and yellow,

respectively). The proximal helix contains an axial His ligand,

which is neutral and thus does not enhance cleavage of the

O-O bond leading to compound I formation unlike the more

anionic His ligand in peroxidases.27 The distal helix of HO is

kinked above the heme plane around two conserved Gly res-

idues and is in close contact with the heme group to steri-

cally restrict access to all the meso positions except for the

R-meso-carbon. As a result, the steric constraints imposed by

the distal helix direct the terminal oxygen atom of the fer-

rous-O2 complex toward the heme R-meso-carbon.

The unusually acute Fe-O-O angle in oxy-HO (∼110°),

first deduced from the resonance Raman analysis, allows van

der Waals contact of the terminal oxygen with the

R-meso-carbon.26,28 The terminal oxygen atom also interacts

with a water molecule (Wat1 in Figure 3B), which is part of a

distal hydrogen bond network including a water cluster and

a catalytically critical Asp residue (Asp136 in HmuO, Figure

3B). The distal Asp, which is conserved in most mammalian,

plant, and bacterial HOs, interacts with the heme ligand

through intervening water molecules (Wat1 and Wat2).24,25,29

Distal Asp in mammalian HO-1 is indispensable for the meso-

hydroxylation, suggesting direct involvement of the carboxy-

late moiety in the oxygen activation.30,31 Some bacterial HOs,

however, contain no carboxylate residue in their distal

pocket.32,33 Furthermore, we have found that distal Asp of

HmuO can be replaced by Asn without significant loss of the

enzyme activity.34 Our comprehensive study on HmuO con-

cludes that the distal Asp is not involved in the oxygen acti-

vation but stabilizes the water network to place catalytically

critical Wat1 at a position suitable for efficient Fe-OOH acti-

vation.34 The different effect of the Asp substitutions in HO-1

and HmuO could be due to the varied stability of their hydro-

gen bond network.35 Contrary to our conclusion, a crystal

structure of a distal Asp mutant of human HO-1 (D140A)

showed only a limited perturbation on the distal pocket water

network that retains Wat1 at the original position.36 This struc-

ture has led Poulos, Ortiz de Montellano, and their co-work-

ers to propose that distal Asp works only as a hydrogen bond

acceptor to prevent protonation of Fe-OOH by Wat1, thus sta-

bilizing the Fe-OOH intermediate.36 However, our direct

investigation on the active species affirms the Fe-OOH acti-

vation by the proton donation in HO-1, as discussed below.37

The fleeting Fe(III)-OOH species of HO-1 has been cap-

tured by a cryo-reduction method for detailed electron para-

magnetic resonance (EPR) and electron-nuclear double

resonance (ENDOR) characterization.22 At liquid nitrogen or

helium temperatures, the ferrous-O2 heme of HO-1 is reduced

by irradiation of γ- or �-ray to afford the Fe-OOH

species.22,38,39 The exchangeable terminal proton of Fe-OOH

is observed by ENDOR.22 A nonprotonated peroxo form

(Fe-OO-) is not observed for wild type HO-1 even near 4 K

where no heavy atom movement is expected to take place.40

This is in contrast to significant suppression of the peroxo-

protonation in P450 below 55 K.41 The efficient proton donor

FIGURE 3. Crystal structure of the ferrous-O2 heme-HmuO complex: (A) overall structure and (B) heme environment (PDB code 1V8X).26

Red balls represent oxygen atoms of water molecules.
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in HO is the Wat1 molecule which interacts with the heme-

bound oxygen in the ferrous-O2 heme (Figure 3B). The

Fe-OO- species in HO-1 becomes observable by the Asp140

to Ala replacement, consistent with displacement and/or fluc-

tuation of the Wat1 molecule.37

ENDOR spectroscopy detects another exchangeable pro-

ton upon annealing of wild type Fe-OOH to 200 K.37 The

protonated Fe-OOH above 200 K directly converts to

Fe(III)-hydroxyheme. The second proton is missing in D140A

HO-1, where the distal water network is substantially desta-

bilized. The donor of the second proton is, therefore, again

most likely to be Wat1 (Figure 4). The nonprotonated Fe-OOH

in the Asp mutant does not form the hydroxyheme product,

indicating a critical functionality of the second proton. The

Fe-OOH conversion in wild type HO-1 exhibits a significant

solvent isotope effect as well as a secondary isotope effect

upon deuteration of the meso-protons.42 These observations

suggest a concerted meso-hydroxylation process: proton trans-

fer to Fe-OOH through Wat1 occurring in synchrony with

bond formation between the terminal oxygen and the R-meso
carbon to form the tetrahedral isoporphyrin intermediate (Fig-

ures 2 and 4, top). The two protons required for formation and

activation of Fe-OOH may be transferred from bulk water to

the active site through the distal hydrogen bond net-

work, which is extended to the molecular surface of the

enzyme.24,29

Quantum chemical calculations, however, estimate a very

large activation energy for the highly strained transition state

of the concerted hydroxylation mechanism.43,44 Instead, the

calculations favor stepwise mechanisms including an initial

O-O bond cleavage followed by rebinding of a liberated OH

group to the R-meso-carbon (Figure 4, middle and bottom).

The O-O bond may be cleaved heterolytically to produce

compound I and an OH anion.44 HO compound I cannot per-

form the self-hydroxylation as described above, ruling out this

compound I pathway (Figure 4, bottom).19 Alternatively, the

O-O bond homolysis can produce compound II and hydroxyl

radical ( · OH). Compound II alone is inactive for the self-hy-

droxylation,20 but the reactivity of the hydroxyl radical tran-

siently generated above the meso-carbon is yet to be

experimentally evaluated. A recent hybrid quantum mechan-

ical/molecular mechanical study suggests that the addition of

the hydroxyl radical takes place with very small activation

energy, thereby making the reaction a nonsynchronous but

effectively concerted pathway.45 In this scheme, the distal water

cluster holds the highly reactive radical in an orientation for

the rapid and exclusive attack on the R-meso-carbon.45

The Second Auto-Oxidation of
meso-Hydroxyheme
In the second step of the HO catalysis, Fe(III)-R-meso-hydroxy-

heme is converted into Fe(II)-verdoheme and CO by consum-

ing one molecule of O2 and one electron (Figure 1). This step

is distinct in several aspects from the other two HO reaction

steps. First, only this second step is not inhibited by CO liga-

tion to the iron and it cannot be supported by H2O2 as a sur-

rogate of O2 and reducing equivalent(s).46,47 Second, all the

R-, �-, γ-, and δ-isomers of meso-hydroxyheme are converted

to corresponding isomers of verdoheme.48 In contrast, the first

heme hydroxylation is R-selective, and only the R-verdoheme

is converted to biliverdin by HO.48 Third, the HO enzyme does

not play a critical role only in this second O2 activation; that

is, even in the absence of HO, hydroxyheme immediately

reacts with O2 to afford verdoheme.49 These observations

describe this second step as a spontaneous auto-oxidation of

the reactive R-meso-hydroxyheme.

The Fe(III)- and Fe(II)-hydroxyheme-HO-1 complexes are

stable under anaerobic conditions. A resonance Raman study

on the Fe(III) complex indicates deprotonation of the R-meso
hydroxy group to have an oxophlorin-like ring structure rather

than a porphyrin-type macrocycle (Figure 5).46,50 An EPR spec-

troscopic study on the Fe(III) complex leads to the detection of

a minor free radical as well as a major Fe(III) high spin

species.46,47 The CO addition suppresses the iron high spin

FIGURE 4. Three pathways proposed for the heme meso-
hydroxylation by HO: (top) a concerted self-hydroxylation, (middle)
a recombination of compound II with hydroxyl radical generated
transiently, and (bottom) a water addition to compound I.

FIGURE 5. Possible resonance structures and reaction pathways of
meso-hydroxyheme.
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EPR signal with concomitant enhancement in the radical sig-

nal, suggesting a resonance of Fe(III)-oxophlorin and Fe(II)-

oxy radical porphyrin structure (Figure 5). Upon reduction of

the iron, the resonance Raman spectral pattern of hydroxy-

heme becomes similar to that of the protoheme complexes.46,50

A remarkable D2O effect of the porphyrin vibration modes

reveals protonation of the meso-hydroxy group in the Fe(II)

complex. Thus, R-meso-hydroxyheme undergoes a redox-

linked conversion between a keto and an enol form (Figure 5).

The Fe(III)-hydroxyheme-HO complex can afford

Fe(II)-verdoheme through two possible pathways (Figure 5).

In pathway A, Fe(III)-hydroxyheme is reduced to the Fe(II)

state, which then reacts with O2 to afford Fe(II)-verdoheme.

In the alternative pathway B, Fe(III)-hydroxyheme reacts with

O2, prior to reduction of the iron, to give a metastable inter-

mediate, which is normally considered as Fe(III)-verdoheme

but is also suggested as a ring-oxidized form of meso-

hydroxyheme.47,51 Regardless of the nature of the interme-

diate, one-electron reduction of the air-oxidized intermediate

produces Fe(II)-verdoheme (Figure 5). Under physiologically

relevant conditions, pathway B seems dominant because

Fe(III)-hydroxyheme reacts with O2 much faster than its

reduction to the ferrous state.46,52

The hydroxyheme conversion to verdoheme is a multistep

reaction that includes O2 binding, O-O bond cleavage, CO lib-

eration, and reorganization of the macrocycle. O2 binding is

postulated to take place at the R-pyrrole carbon of Fe(III)-
hydroxyheme on the basis of no inhibition occurs upon CO

ligation.3,46 Nevertheless, no intermediate has been observed

in the O2 reaction of the Fe(III) complex, and thus, its mecha-

nism remains unknown. The Fe(II) complex reacts with O2 to

accumulate an intermediate species having an unusual

absorption band at 815 nm,53 characterization of which might

clarify the second step mechanism.

The Third Redox-Dependent Ring-Opening
of Verdoheme
At the third stage of heme degradation, Fe(II)-verdoheme is

converted to biliverdin and the free ferrous ion with consump-

tion of one O2 molecule and four reducing equivalents (Fig-

ure 1). The verdoheme macrocycle is initially cleaved to afford

an Fe(III)-biliverdin complex (Figure 6), and subsequent iron

reduction liberates the ferrous ion. Biliverdin release from HO

is the rate limiting step in HO catalysis but is dramatically

accelerated by biliverdin reductase.54 Under physiological con-

ditions where biliverdin release is not rate limiting, the ring-

opening of Fe(II)-verdoheme is considered to be the rate-

determining step in the HO catalysis.54 The third oxygenation

step mechanism has just began to be understood. Verdoheme

can be nonenzymatically converted to biliverdin by hydroly-

sis or by redox reactions using O2 or H2O2.55-57 The hydro-

lytic pathway proceeds through nucleophilic attack of the

hydroxide ion at the positively charged R-pyrrole carbon of

the verdoheme ring.58,59 Subsequent deprotonation of the

hydroxide adduct produces the iron-biliverdin complex. The

redox-dependent pathway is relatively complex, and little is

known about its mechanism. Recently, in O2-dependent ring-

opening, a reaction intermediate has been characterized as an

oxidized form of the Fe-biliverdin complex.60 Nevertheless,

even initial binding sites of O2 and H2O2 are yet to be

identified.

In spite of this chemical versatility, the HO enzyme was

originally reported to exclusively utilize O2 for biliverdin for-

mation. The enzyme is known to incorporate an oxygen atom

of O2 rather than of water into biliverdin,61 and the

verdoheme-HO complex was reported not to react with

H2O2.3,20 While the latter observation is true for Fe(III)-
verdoheme, we have demonstrated that the Fe(II)-verdoheme-
HO-1 complex readily reacts with H2O2 to afford biliverdin

under reducing conditions (Figure 6).17

The dual pathway degradation of verdoheme (Figure 6) is

initiated by binding of either O2 or H2O2 on Fe(II)-verdoheme

to allow direct observation of ring-opening intermediates.17

Although these intermediates are yet to be identified, their

reduction produces biliverdin through Fe(III)-biliverdin (Fig-

ure 6). O2- and H2O2-binding may occur either on the ver-

doheme iron or at the R-pyrrole carbon due to possible

resonance of Fe(II)-verdoheme involving redox state change

of iron (Figure 7). The peroxide reaction should be less com-

plicated than the oxygen reaction because it requires only one

electron reduction to yield Fe(III)-biliverdin instead of multi-

ple reduction steps (Figure 6). In the peroxide reaction, the

H2O2 binding would produce the Fe-OOH or ring-OOH ver-

doheme complexes (Figure 8). These species may be depro-

FIGURE 6. Dual pathway of verdoheme ring-opening supported by
O2 and H2O2.

FIGURE 7. Possible resonance structures of ferrous-verdoheme.
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tonated to form a bridged intermediate. All the three possible

intermediates could generate biliverdin upon O-O bond

cleavage.

The ring-opening of verdoheme also is supported by

small alkyl hydroperoxides such as CH3OOH to yield the

corresponding alkoxy-biliverdin (Figure 8).18 Alkoxy incor-

poration is only possible through the Fe-OOR intermedi-

ate whose terminal alkoxy group is transferred into the

R-pyrrole carbon. Therefore, the corresponding OH trans-

fer of Fe-OOH is likely in the H2O2 pathway (Figure 8). This

Fe-OOH mechanism is very similar to that of the HO first

step, meso-hydroxylation of heme (Figure 4). As found for

the meso-hydroxylation, the distal Asp is critical in the third

oxygenation supported by H2O2 and also by O2.17 The

effects of the distal Asp substitutions are essentially the

same for the O2 and H2O2 pathways. On the basis of these

observations, a water-mediated activation of Fe-OOH has

been proposed both in the O2- and H2O2-dependent ring-

opening of verdoheme (Figures 4 and 8).

Contrary to our mechanistic proposal, a reported crys-

tal structure of the Fe(II)-verdoheme-human HO-1 com-

plex shows no water in the distal heme pocket.62 The

verdoheme iron in the crystal is five-coordinate without an

exogenous ligand; however, spectroscopic studies unam-

biguously indicate that the Fe(II)-verdoheme iron is six-

coordinate low-spin, possibly with a water (hydroxide)

ligand.50,63 In order to reassess the verdoheme structure,

we have recently crystallized a verdoheme-HmuO com-

plex.64 In our structure refined to 2.0 Å resolution, spheri-

cal electron density corresponding to an aqua-ligand and

water molecules are clearly observed at the verdoheme dis-

tal side, consistent with our proposed water-assisted oxy-

gen activation for the verdoheme opening.64

Implications of Redox-Dependent Pathway
of the Third Oxygenation Step
Our mechanistic studies can answer a fundamental question

of the HO catalysis: why does nature favor cleavage of the

verdoheme macrocycle through energy and resource (NADPH)

consuming redox pathways (Figure 6) rather than a sponta-

neous hydrolysis pathway? Our results indicate mechanistic

similarities between the redox-dependent verdoheme reac-

tion with the first HO step, meso-hydroxylation of heme (Fig-

ures 4 and 8).17,18 Both the first and third oxygenations are

facilitated by the common oxygenase-type structure of HO

including the distal Asp and the water cluster (Figure 4). If HO

hydrolyzed the verdoheme ring, the enzyme active site would

have to involve a hydrolase-like structure, elevating basicity of

a water molecule, in addition to the oxygenase-type struc-

ture. Such a molecular design appears to be practically impos-

sible so that the similarity of the first and third steps is

important to catalyze the multiple reactions by the single HO

enzyme. It should be noted that oxygen activation at the HO

second step does not require the help from the enzyme.49

The redox pathway is also advantageous over the verdoheme

hydrolysis for the physiological functions of HO, O2 sensing and

cytoprotection against oxidative stress. The third verdoheme deg-

radation is considered to be the major rate-determining step of

the HO catalysis,54 and its redox pathway involves the anoma-

lously slow reaction with O2 (Figure 6, Table 1). Due to the rate-

limiting O2 reaction, the HO catalytic activity responds to changes

in O2 concentration so as to function as a physiological O2

sensor.9,17 The slow O2 reaction can be circumvented through

the relatively faster H2O2 reaction (Figure 6, Table 1).17 Eleva-

tion of the H2O2 level which occurs under severe oxidative stress

would produce more biliverdin and bilirubin, both of which are

potent antioxidants, to augment the cytoprotective feature of the

HO reaction.7,17,65 Although H2O2 is also reactive with the ferric

heme-HO complex (Figure 2, Table 1), its primary target should

be the verdoheme complex. The ferric heme complex is reduced

to the ferrous state much faster than its reaction with H2O2.54

Concluding Remarks
The structure and mechanism of HO have been studied for more

than three decades. At a relatively earlier stage of HO research,

FIGURE 8. Proposed mechanism for the ring-opening of
verdoheme.

TABLE 1. Kinetic Parameters for the O2 and H2O2 Reactions of HO

O2 H2O2 ref

heme 6.9 × 106 1.3 × 103 66 and 67

hydroxyheme 3.9 × 105 -b 53
-a 46

verdoheme 2.5 × 102 1.3 × 104 17
a Too fast to measure. b Not reactive.
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an Fe-OOH species was proposed as an active intermediate in

the first heme meso-hydroxylation.20 Recent enormous progress

has allowed for the direct characterization of the FeOOH spe-

cies to explore the unique O2 activation by HO in detail. Further

research on the first step is expected to establish a mechanism

in harmony both with experimental and theoretical studies.

While the mechanism of the second oxygenation remains elu-

sive, we have succeeded in elucidating, at long last, the outline

of the third oxygenation mechanism. Further studies should

include characterization of the reaction intermediates observed

(Figure 6) and determination of the O2 binding site of

Fe(II)-verdoheme. Analysis of reactions of the verdoheme inter-

mediate, especially with endogenous substances, is also of phys-

iological interest. As suggested for H2O2, the major rate-limiting

step may be perturbed by small molecules that modulate the

activity and function of HO. A comprehensive analysis of ver-

doheme reactivity may be helpful in understanding actions and

responses of HO in vivo under a variety of cellular conditions.
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